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Abstract

Due to pronounced effect of the confined environment on the photochemical properties of the 4-

hydroxybenzylidine imidazolinone (HBI), a GFP-related chromophore, imidazolinone and 

imidazothiazolone analogues have been studied as fluorescent probes. Their photoisomerization and 

their thermal reversion were studied under 365-nm-irradiation, resulting in observance of an enthalpy-

entropy compensation effect. Theoretical studies were carried out to shed light on the thermal reversion 

mechanism. Moreover, photophysical studies of benzylidene imidazothiazolone in the presence of 

dsDNA revealed fluorescence enhancement. The prepared compounds could be considered as a 

valuable tool for the detailed investigation of physicochemical, biochemical, or biological systems.
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Introduction 

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a broadly used imaging tool in molecular biology and in 

medicine to visualize various biological events.[1] The chromophore of the GFP, 4-

hydroxybenzylidine imidazolinone (HBI), can isomerize from Z to E isomer. It is well known that the 

Z isomer acts as an efficient fluorophore, while the E configuration possesses an extremely weak 

fluorescence.[2] This particular behaviour is also strongly dependent on the environment that the 

scaffold of the protein senses, defining chromophore photophysics. For this reason, several studies 

with HBI analogues have been carried out and put forward the importance of the subject.[3–6] 

From a different perspective, there are many studies focused on the biological activities of 5-

arylmethylene imidazolidinones.[7,8] For instance, it was found that a combination of the thiocarbonyl 

group and C5 benzylidene substituent could be a recognition motif for P450 metabolism in a human 

hepatocyte model.[9] Our recent findings demonstrated the antioxidant properties as well as the 

modulatory activity of some imidazolidinone derivatives, along with a noteworthy light-enhanced 

activity against S. aureus.[10,11] That is, some imidazolidinone compounds were able to inhibit the 

growth of S. aureus ATCC 25923 upon UV irradiation. This last result reinforces the need for 

understanding the photochemical features of these heterocyclic compounds from a molecular point of 

view.

 Moreover, fundamental understanding of the interaction of DNA with small organic molecules 

is crucial for the development of new drugs for cancer treatment as well as addressing overcoming 

bacteria resistance to antibiotics.[12,13] There are examples of this core in different applications,[14] 

for instance, DNA labelling,[14–16] which can be studied by emission techniques. 

In our previous work, we demonstrated the experimental and theoretical evidences for 

photoisomerization and thermal reversion of 5-arylmethylene-2-thioxoimidazolidin-4-one.[17] 

Herein, we expanded the scope of considered derivatives using a number of different aryl substituents, 

among which there are some compounds with promising biological activities as mentioned above. 

Furthermore, to introduce a structural change, the sulfur atom was used to build a bicyclic moiety as 

shown in Scheme 1. As previously described, the environment of the HBI chromophore plays a crucial 

role on its photophysics,[1] encouraging us to provide deeper insights into the fluorescent properties 

of the heterocycles in the presence of dsDNA. Notably, these heterocycles have functional moieties 

for hydrogen bonding, suitable to interact with DNA. As an outcome, we believe that this work 
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contributes to the fundamental understanding of the photochemical properties of the HBI-related 

arylmethylene heterocycles.

Experimental section

Synthesis of imidazolines and imidazothiazolones (1a-c and 2a-c) were performed by 

microwave irradiation in a monowave 300 Anton Paar, based on previously described conventional 

methodologies.[10,18] Imidazolines 1a-c were purified by column chromatography (CHCl3:EtOH, 

90:10) while imidazothiazolones 2a-c were purified by preparative Thin-Layer Chromatography 

(CH2Cl2:EtOAc, 80:20). All compounds were characterized using the spectroscopic techniques 

including NMR (1D- & 2D) and UV-vis spectroscopy as well as mass spectrometry; all acquired data 

are in agreement with the proposed structures. 

UV-vis spectra of chromophores in acetonitrile (HPLC grade) were recorded on a UV-1601 

Shimadzu spectrophotometer using a quartz cell with an optical path length of 1-cm. 

The reaction yields for the compounds 2a-c were determined by HPLC. Elution was performed 

with a mixture of CH3OH:H2O (90:10) at a flow rate of 0.8 mL min-1. The experiments were performed 

employing a Waters 1525 Binary Pump connected to a Waters 2998 Photodiode Array Detector, and 

a C18 column (5 µm × 4.5 µm × 15 cm).

For characterization of the compounds, NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 and acetone-

d6 on a Bruker Avance II 400 MHz spectrometer (BBI probe, z gradient) (1H at 400.16 MHz, 13C at 

100.56 MHz and 19F at 376.53 MHz) at 22 °C. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) 

downfield from TMS. 

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analyses were performed on Shimadzu GC-

MS-QP 5050 spectrometer equipped with a VF column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 5 µm) using helium as 

eluent at a flow rate of 1.1 mL min-1. The injector and ion source temperature were 280 °C, the pressure 

in the MS instrument was 10-5 Torr, and MS recordings were made in the electron impact mode (EI) 

at ionization energy of 70 eV.

The photoisomerization and the thermal reversion were monitored by the integration of the 1H 

NMR spectra between 45–75 °C. For this purpose, a Bruker Avance III-HD 300 MHz spectrometer 

was used. A 365-nm LED lamp (M365L2, Thorlabs) was used as an excitation source. The 

corresponding solutions were prepared in CD3CN. 
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To investigate the electronic structure and potential energy surfaces of (1a-c and 2a-c), we have 

used ab initio quantum chemistry. No symmetry constraints were imposed neither on molecular 

geometries nor electronic wave functions. Optimization and vibrational frequencies of the ground state 

geometries were performed at the B3LYP/6-311+g(d,p) level. To confirm the transition state 

structures, frequency and intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were performed.

The complete active space–self-consistent field (CASSCF) method was used to obtain the 

excited electronic state (T1). This method is described by the number of states included in the average 

(N) and the number of electrons (n) and orbitals (m) included in the active space. The five orbitals that 

constitute the active space are the HOMO-2, HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1, as previously 

described.[17] All stationary potential energy points, including electronic state minima and 

degeneracies, were optimized with SA-2-CAS(6/5) method. The 6-31G(d) basis set was used for all 

CASSCF calculations.

The time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT/6-311+g(d,p) was used to model the 

energies and properties of the electronically excited states. We have included solvent contributions 

using the PCM solvent model at S0 and T1. All calculations were performed with Gaussian 09.[19]

The fluorescent profile was examined in the absence and presence of fish dsDNA 

(0.029 %P/P). DNA solutions were prepared in TE buffer (Tris 10 mM, EDTA 1mM, pH 7.5). The 

sample solutions were initially diluted in DMSO, rising a final concentration of 0.3 mM in the cuvette 

(16 %V/V DMSO). A solution of ethidium bromide (EtBr) at 15 µM was used as a positive control. 

All the analyses were performed at a controlled temperature (30 °C). Fluorescence spectra were 

measured using a PTI QM2 (Quanta Master 2) spectrofluorometer from Photon Technology 

International which utilizes a pulsed Xe lamp (75 W) as the excitation source and a photon-counting 

detector. An excitation wavelength of 307 nm was used, and the fluorescence spectra were recorded 

in the range from 350 to 750 nm.

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis 

A series of the HBI-related analogues were prepared using a microwave synthesis as described 

in Scheme 2. As described in our previous work, 5-arylmethylene thioxoimidazolidinones (1a-c) were 

prepared through the condensation reaction of thiohydantoin with different aromatic aldehydes (path 

A), in 69–96 % yields.[10] The 5-arylmethylene imidazothiazolone derivatives were prepared using 
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two different synthetic approaches. First approach for the synthesis of imidazothiazolones (2a-c) was 

based on the reaction of (1a-c) with 1,2-dichloroethane. However, this synthetic route had some 

limitations due to hydrolysis of the desired product. Efforts to improve the synthetic procedure (see 

ESI for more details) led to the second approach which includes the one-pot synthesis described in 

Scheme 2 (path B), that turned out to be the efficient procedure to prepare benzylidene 

imidazothiazolone derivatives (e.g., compound 2a, 98 % yield).

The formation of 2a could be postulated considering two different pathways. It is known that 

thiohydantoin is in equilibrium with the thiol tautomer;[20,21] for this reason, the nucleophilic attack 

to the alkyl group could be initiated either by the thiol group or the nitrogen lone pair of the 

thiohydantoin. To address this question, a reaction of 1-bromoethane with 1a was performed. As 

shown in Scheme 3, if the reaction occurred via the nitrogen, compound 3 should be detected, while 

compound 4 would be identified if the nucleophilic attack occurred via the sulphur atom. After 

completion of the reaction, compound 4 resulted as the main product of the reaction. Additionally, a 

sub-product that incorporated two ethyl groups was also detected (5).  These compounds were 

elucidated by 1H-NMR spectroscopy and GC/MS, as shown in Figures S1 and S2 in the ESI. 

Photoisomerization and thermal reversion

Our heterocyclic compounds (1a-c and 2a-c) were almost exclusively in the Z form. In addition, 

they presented similar strong absorption bands between 340 and 380 nm, as shown in section 4 of ESI. 

In the previous publication, we demonstrated that photoisomerization of 1a is a monophotonic process 

occurring through the rotation of the dihedral angle (τ) in a biradical pathway.[17] In this work, we 

explored photochemical behaviour of other derivatives, with different substituents on the phenyl 

group: one electron-donating group by inductive effect (1b) and an electron-withdrawing substituent 

(1c). Moreover, compounds 2a-c were designed with the purpose of re-functionalize the heterocyclic 

moiety, leading to the more planar structures, which favours their interaction with DNA.[16] 

Solutions of arylidene heterocycles were prepared in CD3CN due to the high viscosity of 

DMSO-d6, which drastically increased their thermal reversion times. The isomerization and thermal 

reversion (Scheme 1) was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy following the signal of the vinyl 

hydrogen. The concentration of each isomer was calculated by integration of 1H NMR spectra at 

different irradiation times. The samples were isomerized using a 365-LED lamp leading to the increase 

of the E isomer concentration with time until a photostationary state (PSS) is achieved as shown in 

Figure 1.
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At 25 °C, only compounds 1a and 1c have measurable concentration of the E isomer, since the 

methylated derivative 1b and all the bicyclic compounds (2a-c) have the Z conformation exclusively. 

Regarding the compound 1b, its conformation can be attributed to the size of the methyl substituent 

and its solvent box, which precludes isomerization at room temperature. Moreover, our findings are in 

line with the observations for 5-arylmethylenehydantoins studied by of Tan et al.[22], who suggested 

that the Z/E equilibrium ratio is higher with the electron-donating groups on the benzene ring.[22] 

Interestingly, compounds 1a-c reach the PSS, with a higher concentration of the Z isomer. In 

contrast to the fused imidazothiazolidinone (2a-c), for which the concentration of the E isomer 

predominates (Table 1).

Once the PSS was achieved, and after stopping the irradiation, the E-isomers were thermally 

isomerized to the Z conformation in a unimolecular process.[17] This process was very slow and 

despite our attempts to advance isomerization with acetic acid, either in DMSO-d6 or CD3CN, no net 

effect was observed. Moreover, the samples after reaching the PSS were irradiated at 590 nm to induce 

the photo-reversion reaction as it was previously reported by Tan et al on 5-

arylmethylenehydantoin;[23] but after 50 min of irradiation, no changes in the concentration of either 

isomers were detected. 

Thermal E→Z isomerization of compounds 1a-c and 2a-c (Scheme 3) was investigated as a 

function of temperature (from 45 to 75 °C) in CD3CN. As an instance of thermal reversion progress is 

shown for the compound 2a at 45 and 75 °C (Figure 2). The complete set of exponential decays is 

detailed in the Supporting Information. The Arrhenius plots for the studied compounds are shown in 

Figure 3. The use of the Eyring equation gave a complete determination of the activation parameters 

which are detailed in Table 2. The equations used to determine physicochemical parameters are 

presented in the Supporting Information (page S17). 

The process “photoisomerization-thermal reversion” was repeated for several cycles without 

apparent decomposition of the studied compounds, meaning that both isomers are thermally (45–

75 °C) as well as photochemically (under 365-nm irradiation) stable. 

The evaluated isomerization rate constant (k) of the bicyclic compounds (2a-c) is 1.3 to 3-fold 

higher than that calculated for thioxoimidazolidinones 1a-c. Previous reports for GFP-chromophore 

analogues mention that an electron-withdrawing group at the phenyl moiety accelerates the thermal 

isomerization when the addition/elimination mechanism takes place.[24,25] However, in our findings, 

the isomerization rates of the compounds with a fluorine substituent (1c and 2c) are lower than those 
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of the other derivatives. This result is congruent with our previous result where the mechanism 

operating is through a diradical pathway.[17]

At the same time, the Van’t Hoff plot in Figure 4 denotes the lack of an intersection point, 

which emphasizes that there is not an isokinetic effect, as it can be expected due to the differences in 

the isomerization rates shown in Table 2. For this reason, it is challenging to evaluate thermodynamic 

enthalpy of these processes. Nevertheless, as it is indicated in Table 2, free energies of activation are 

very similar, and consequently, a compensation effect was observed in the enthalpy-entropy 

correlation plot, as shown in Figure 4. The correlation coefficient of the linear plot (0.9998) can be 

used as a criterion for this assumption.[26] 

Theoretical calculations

As previously proposed for compound 1a, thermal isomerization from E to Z species would be 

accomplished through the formation of a biradical intermediate via an S0–T1 intersystem crossing 

(ISC) which is less energetic than simple twisting.[17] In this work, we performed further calculations 

in both the gas phase and solution, where the polarizable conductor calculation model of solvation 

(CPCM) was used to extend our assumption to the whole set of compounds.

Ground state B3LYP/6-311+g(d,p) gas-phase calculations show that Z isomers of 1a-c and 2a-c 

are more stable than their E counterparts by approximately 2–4 kcal mol–1. Moreover, the gas-phase 

barrier for E→Z conversion through simple dihedral rotation is about 63–75 kcal mol–1 and 48–71 kcal 

mol–1 1a-c and 2a-c, respectively (Table 3).

To achieve a better fit of the theoretical values with the experimental ones, we have performed 

CPCM calculations (in acetonitrile as a solvent) implemented in Gaussian. This particular solvent was 

chosen because thermal reactions, monitored by the NMR spectroscopy, were also performed in 

acetonitrile-d3. In this case, the calculated values of the energy barrier for the isomerization E - Z are 

lower in energy than those obtained in the gas phase. For instance, for the compounds 1a-c the energy 

barriers in acetonitrile are almost 10 kcal mol–1 lower in comparison with the gas phase values while 

for the cycled compounds (2a-c) are almost 5 kcal mol-1 more stable in solution than in gas phase 

(Table 3). In all cases, a twisted conformation corresponds to the transition state, which is characterized 

by its zwitterionic nature. Therefore, the potential energy surfaces in solution (PESs, S0 and T1) were 

calculated for all compounds studied herein. These calculations are weight evidence on the reaction 

pathway proposed in our previous article for 1a,[17] via a biradical species (Scheme 4, paths a,b,c), 

which is lower in energy compared to the simple twisting of the double bond of the benzylidene moiety 
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for all the compounds (Scheme 4, paths d,e). This finding allows us to extrapolate the mechanism 

proposed for 1a to other studied compounds, even for derivatives obtained through changing the 

functionality of the sulphur atom in the bicyclic counterparts. 

As can be seen in Figure 5 for 2a-c and Figure S6 for the rest, the T1 surface presents lower 

energy than the maximum of S0, still having a minimum at almost 100° which is very similar to the 

one obtained for the maximum of S0. In addition, when analysing the PES for the ground state (S0) and 

T1 along the E→Z torsional pathway, two ISCs (ISC-I and ISC-II) were found. The energy values of 

these two points are very similar, being slightly more energetic for the simpler derivatives (1a-c), as 

shown in Table 3. The fact that the biradical channel over single torsion in the ground state is the most 

plausible, suggesting that thermal isomerization could occur via a triplet state, achieved by an ISC 

between the S0 and T1 surfaces, for all the compounds under study, as it was demonstrated before for 

compound 1a.[17] All other relevant parameters can be found in the ESI.

On the other hand, we calculated the theoretical activation entropy (∆S#), activation enthalpy 

(∆H#), and activation free energy (∆G#) required for thermal reversion (E→Z) via the S0-T1(ISC-II)-

S0 pathway (Table 3). Based on these studies, it was found a good correlation between the calculated 

and experimental ∆G# at the same temperature. As expected, at temperatures lower than the boiling 

point of the solvent (acetonitrile-d3, b.p.: 80 °C) render the energy for the thermal reversion. 

It is noteworthy, that within each family, the larger the cross-section coefficient (logε), the 

greater the percentage of the E isomer in the PSS (Table 2). Additionally, the ISC-II energies of 

compound 2a-c are lower compared to the corresponding values for 1a-c, which correlate with the 

higher proportion of the less stable isomer E. Therefore, the proportion of isomers in the PSS is given 

by a combination of the effects produced by these parameters on photoisomerization and thermal 

reversion. which could raise an explanation for the change in the isomers ratio of both compounds 

upon irradiation.

In our previous work, fully unconstrained optimizations were recalculated at the CASSCF level 

(CAS(6/5)/6-31g(d)) of the PES (S0 and T1) of 1a in order to shed light on thermal reversion. 

Nevertheless, the method failed due to the intrinsic lack of the correction for the correlation energy. In 

the present work, we calculated all barriers for a new set of thioxoimidazolidinone (1b-c) and 

imidazothiazolone (2a-c) derivatives with the same method and basis set used for 1a.[17] Here again, 

the obtained energy barrier was overcoming, in accordance with the experimental results, thus, we 

conclude that energy correction is crucial in these kinds of calculations. 
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DNA interaction

In order to evaluate if there is an interaction between dsDNA and some of our derivatives 

(namely 1a and 2a, which were selected as representative models), their luminescence properties were 

studied. These compounds are good candidates as fluorescent probes due to their planar structure and 

the heteroatoms that may form hydrogen bonds. It was already studied that there is a DNA interaction 

with some 5-benzylidene-hydantoin[27]  and 5-benzylidene-thiohydantoin;[16] however, to the best 

of our knowledge, there are no studies in the literature with the imidazothiazolones presented in this 

work. 

As it was explained above, the photoisomerization of these compounds is well established. This 

process is the main cause of their low emission in solution. However, an enhancement of the emission 

should be observed if the fluorophore is trapped in a confined environment.[28] Nevertheless, due to 

the isomerization E→Z is a thermal controlled process, the reason why all the experiments about 

dsDNA interactions were performed at 30°C is due through NMR it was observed that in solution only 

Z isomer is present at temperatures above 30°C for all compounds. 

The fluorescent profile was examined in the absence and presence of fish dsDNA (0.025 %P/P 

in buffer TE). Solutions of the samples (1a and 2a) were prepared in DMSO reaching a final 

concentration of 300 µM. Ethidium bromide (EtBr) was employed as positive control and it was used 

at a lower concentration of 15 µM due to its self-quenching.  

The results are shown in Figure 6, where the emission of the compounds is compared with and 

without the presence of dsDNA (after 4 hours of incubation at 30 °C). It can be observed that 

compound 2a interacts better with dsDNA than the other molecules. When dsDNA is added to a 

solution of 2a the fluorescence increased up to eightfold. In addition, the emission maxima present a 

blueshift from 452 nm (free molecule) to 437 nm (molecule-DNA complex). This interaction, though 

not completely disentangled, could be understood by assuming that 2a retains its planar structure after 

non-specific binding with DNA, while this could not be the case for 1a. Nevertheless, both 

chromophores are compounds that possesses benzylidene-imidazolidin-one moiety which could 

suggest that both have a similar mode of interaction with dsDNA involving a - stacking interaction 

between the aromatic arylmethylene moiety and the base pairs of dsDNA or through the heteroatoms 

that may form hydrogen bonds. It seems to be generally accepted that the enhanced fluorescence is 

consistent with the strength of intercalative interaction. In this case, the results are indicating that 

compound 2a binds more strongly than 1a, penetrating more deeply into, and stacking more strongly 
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with base pairs of dsDNA. This can be rationalized since 2a has a larger planar area and more extended 

 system than 1a, acquiring a higher rigidity in its interaction within the grooves of dsDNA. The 

difference in planarity can be observed from the calculated dihedral angles for the styryl moiety for 1a 

and 2a, which are 21.29° and 0.09° respectively (figure S7, page S17 in the Supporting Information). 

In turn, due compound 1a would bind more weakly to the dsDNA, it would have a greater 

conformational freedom allowing the existence of rotamers, which creates additional conformational 

disorder to that generated by its own prototropic tautomerism.

Regardless of the higher concentration of studied compounds in contrast to EtBr, we believe 

that compound 2a could perform as a fluorescent probe because its emission appears well within the 

visible region besides of its reduced toxicity. Additionally, its interaction with DNA can lead to a 

candidature for further trial as anticancer drugs.

Conclusion

In this contribution, the synthesis and photoisomerization studies of a family of 5-

arylmethylene thioxoimidazolidinone and imidazothiazolones are presented. Kinetics parameters were 

determined experimentally, and the results denote an enthalpy-entropy compensation effect for the 

series of reactions under study. Although a major part of molecular switches is based on azobenzenes, 

the GFP-like chromophores presented in this work could be considered in the design of molecular 

photoswitches due to their thermal and photochemical stability. 

The preliminary investigations about the labelling of dsDNA with thioxoimidazothiazolone 2a 

are promising. Further investigations are needed to understand the interaction mechanism and 

fluorescence effects, as well as with different molecular scaffolds.
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Scheme 4. Proposed isomerization reaction pathways: paths a-b-c through biradical species and 

paths d-e through a simple twist of the double bond.

FIGURES

Figure 1. Formation of E isomer and Z consumption until achieving the photostationary state of the 

thioxoimidazolidinones and imidazothiazolones compounds 1a-c and 2a-c.
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Figure 2. Temporary exponential decay of the 2aE isomer at two temperatures, (left) 45 and (right) 

75 °C.

Figure 3. Arrhenius plot for all analyzed compounds.
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Figure 4. Enthalpy-entropy compensation plot (left) and Van’t Hoff plot (right). 

Figure 5. S0 and T1 potential energy surfaces (PES) obtained for compounds 2a-c. 
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Figure 6. dsDNA interaction with the thioxoimidazolidinone and imidazothiazolone compounds. 

TABLES

Table 1. Thermal equilibrium and photostationary state population of Z/E isomers.

Thermal 
equilibrium

Photostationary 
state

Compounds

Z:E (%) Z:E (%)

log (ε)

1a 91:9 65:35 4.25

1b 100:0 58:42 4.55

1c 98:2 65:35 4.49

2a 100:0 49:51 4.31

2b 100:0 48:52 4.45

2c 100:0 43:57 4.97
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Table 2. Kinetic and activation parameters for E→Z thermal isomerization.

Compounds k
(10-5 s-1) log(A) ΔS#

(cal K-1 mol-1)
Ea

(kcal mol-1)
ΔH# a

(kcal mol-1)
ΔG# a

(kcal mol-1)

1a 1.3 3.4 -45.0 12.2 11.5 26.9

1b 1.3 10.6 -11.9 23.9 23.2 27.3

1c 0.9 16.4 14.6 33.1 32.4 27.4

2a 1.7 4.5 -40.1 13.9 13.2 27.0

2b 3.7 3.4 -44.9 12.2 11.6 26.9

2c 1.3 7.9 -24.2 19.7 19.1 27.4
a calculated at 65 °C. 

Table 3. Energetic and thermodynamic parameters calculated by using Gaussian09 (B3LYP/6-

311+g(d,p))a,b

Gas phase 
(S0)

Acetonitrile 
solution (S0)

Acetonitrile 
solution (T1)

Parameters calculated 
to ISCIICompound

Z Eag-S0 Z Eas-S0
T1 

min ISCI ISCII ΔS# ΔH# ΔG#,c

1a -2,5 75.2 -2.3 62.0 36.6 36.8 38.2 4.0 36.9 35.7

1b -2,4 63.5 -2.2 55.9 36.6 36.7 37.8 3.4 37.1 35.4

1c -1,9 75.4 -1.9 64.0 36.9 37.0 38.5 3.8 37.3 36.1

2a -3,4 48.5 -3.7 48.5 36.0 36.0 36.1 5.9 34.6 32.8

2b -3,3 53.3 -3.6 49.1 36.1 36.1 36.1 4.9 34.6 33.1

2c -3,4 70.7 -3.7 66.2 36.2 36.3 36.3 5.8 34.8 33.1
a Energy values are reported in Kcalmol-1, except for ∆S# which is reported in cal K mol-1 (ue).
b Values reported in contrast to the E isomer.  c Values calculated at 65 °C.
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